Audio Asset Management Re-Defined

S o u n d m i n e r

SOUNDMINER V4

The industry standard asset manager just got even better: New Music Library support, import ITunes directly, advanced
new GUI, New MetaBrowser and so much more...Version 4 allows professional asset management starting as low as
$200US and allows you to grow to a full enterprise server.
WE JUST RAISED THE BAR AGAIN....

SOMETHING FOR
EVERYONE.....
Need inexpensive but powerful asset management?
How about Miniminer for
$199US. The same robust
super-fast Soundminer
search engine combined with
the ease of drag and
drop....need more power?
How about V4 with application specific interfacing like
spot to Pro Toolsª, high resolution conversion engine,
varispeed and rewire. Need
to Sound Design? How
about V4Pro? Adds multichannel support, VST plug-in
support, advanced metadata
wranglers, advanced project
control. Need a Server? Add
Soundminer V4 Server and
centralize your database and
user profiles, share your work
and files. Need Enterprise
Security? Add the V4 Enterprise module to your Server
and get Active Directory,
LDAP and Open Directory
support, HTTP streaming,
and advanced sharing options. Need to serve up to
the Web? Add MusicMiner
web portal and allow users
access via our powerful web
interface....
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SO WHY CHOOSE SOUNDMINER V4?
PROVEN - RELIABLE - SUPPORTED
Consider the fact that Soundminer is present in the creation of dozens of the most noted Hollywood Blockbusters. Consider
that Oscar winning sound designers have chosen Soundminer time and time again. Consider that the most noted sound
effect libraries, Sound Ideas and Hollywood Edge, now ship their new releases with Soundminer embedded metadata. Consider that the world’s leading music libraries now use Soundminer tools to deliver content to their users. Consider the fact
that we are constantly noted for our support on dozens of user forums. So even when you are buying the $199US mini version, you are getting that kind of experience, reliability and support. And if you want to move up to any of our other products
you simply pay the difference in price. You are never penalized for having made the right choice - Soundminer.

WHAT ABOUT WINDOWS USERS?
SOUNDMINER XP AND
RIPPER XP
Distilled from our respected Macintosh
product line, SoundminerXP is our first
dedicated desktop application for PC users.
Many of our industry leading features have
been injected into this new product
line.....and a few new ones as well.....
Soundminer XP and Ripper XP for Windows
SP2 is available now. V4 upgrades are
underway....stay tuned for more announcements.

MINIMINER
Stand alone Macintosh asset manager with
Soundminer’s renown database and search
system.
Cost $200US
Options: MetaEdit, mp3Converter, RipperV4

SOUNDMINER V4
Non Server asset manager that adds
Soundminer’s waveform editor, pitch modification, and advanced transfer options like
spot directly to Digidesign’s Pro Tools.
Cost $599US
Options: MetaEdit, mp3Converter, RipperV4

SOUNDMINER V4 PRO
Get multi-channel playback, high resolution
conversions, batch processing, and options
for Server and Enterprise solutions....
Cost $899US
Options: All, plus Server, Sampler, Mminer
Web Portal, Supervisor Module and Enterprise Security and Support.
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